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Abstract
The bump hunting is to find the regions vw'"here points "ve are interested in are
located more densely than elsewhere and are hardly separable from other points. By
specifying a pureness rate p for the points, a maximum capture rate c of the points
could be obtained. Then, a trade-off curve between p and c can be constiucted. Thus,
to find the bump regions is equivalent to construct the trade-off curve. We adopt
simpler boundary shapes for the bumps such as the box-shaped regions located
parallel to variable axes for convenience. Vie use the genetic algorithm, specified to
the tree structure, called the tree-G.LL\, to obtain the macximnm capture rates, because
the conventional binary decision tree will not provide the maximum capture rates.
Using the tree-GA tendency providing many local maxima ror the capture rates,
we cali estiiuate the return period for the trade-off curve by using the extreme....
value statistics. We have assessed the accuracy for the trade-off curve in typical
fundamental c;:tSesthat may be observed in real customer data cases, and found
that the proposed tree-GA can construct the e:ffective trade-off curve which is close
to the optimal one.
J(cy words: data mining, decision tree, genetic algoritp,o-a.Tll, bump huntjng,
extreme-value statistics, trade-off curve, accuracy, return period, evaluation.
1 Introduction
The bump hunting is to find the regions where points we are interested in
are located more densely than elsewhere and are hardly separable from other
points; see Figurel. Such a problem is seen everywhere in common. However,
it has been rather neglected because of the difficulty to solve the problem. In
finding such regions, the patient rule induction method (PRIM) is sometimes
referred to because PRIM finds boxes in which the response average is high
in the feature space; PRIM differs from tree-based partitioning methods (see
[7,9]). In contrast, we seek the bump regions using a newly proposed method,
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the tree-GAo The tree-GA is basically a kind or tree-based methods, but finds
the better trees with the assistance of the genetic algorithmj in addition, we use
the extreme-"value statistics (e.g., (3]) for obtaining the optimal tree (see (23]).
The bump hunting has been studied in the fields of statistics, data mmmg,
and machine learning [1, 2, 8], as well.
Fig. 1. The bump hunting for the denser regions to response 1 points which are
hardly separable from response 0 points.
1.1 Trade-off CUr1Je
Suppose that n points are located in a z-dimensional feature variable space,
where each point is assigned response 1 or response 0 as its target variable, By
specifying a pureness rate Po in advance, where the pureness rate p is the ratio
of the number of points of assigned response 1 to the total number of points
assigned responses 0 and 1 in the target region, a maximum capture rate em
will be obtained, where the capture rate c is the ratio of the number of points
assigned response 1 to the number of points assigned responses 0 and 1 in the
total regions. Then a trade-off curve between the pre-specified pureness rate
Po and the maximum capture rate Cm can be constructed; see Figure 2.
NO\v, we let TP be true positive, TN be true negative, FP be false positive,
and FN be false negative. Since a response 1 point in or outside the bump
regions is considered to be TP or FN, respectively, and a response 0 m or
outside the bumps is FP or TN, the pureness rate p can be defined by
#TPp=------
#TP+#FP
in the bump regions; the capture rate c can also be defined by
#TP
c=-------
#TP+#FN
in the total region, where "#" expresses the size of the samples. In a recall-
precision curve, recall is defined by #TP/ (#TP+#FN) which is identical to
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capture
rate
specify Po pureness of response 1
Fig. 2. Tradcoff=curve betvJeen the pureness rate and the capture rate.
the capture rate, and precision is defined by #TP/(#TP+#FP) which is
identical to the pureness rate; thus, a tradc....off curve bctvvccn the captlire
rate and the pureness rate seems to be equivalent to a recall...precision curve
superficially (see [4, 6], e.g). However, we should note that these two are totally
different from each other. As is seen in Figure 3, it can be considered that our
trade-off curve is constructed by collecting the skyline points of many recall-
precision curves where each curve is corresponding to one classifier. Thus, the
proposed trade-off curve is nevI. In classification problems, the misclassification
rate is used as a criterion for efficiency. However, in bump hunting problems,
the trade-off curve becomes a criterion instead.
capture
rate
Po pureness rate
Fig. 3. Trade-off curve as a skyline curve constructed by many recall-precision curves
where each curve is corresponding to one classifier.
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1.2 Customer data
In this paper, we use a real data case for illustration. Fig-lIre 3 is the collection
of many trees using the real data casco The clistomer data case ViC are dealing
with is taken from a correspondence course in Japan (see [16, 18]). The number
of customers is very large, say 160,000; thus, we will not lIse all these data
because of the high computing cost. Therefore, we will treat 15,870 samples,
randomly selected from the original database, where the number of response
1 (the customers, we are interested in) is 2,863; thus the mean pureness rate
becomes 18.0%. The number of features of the customers is more than 60, but
we will use 41 variables; the variables are both continuous and discrete. We call
this 1/10 model here. A much smaller case consisting of 1,635 samples was also
investigated, where the number of response 1 is 290; the mean pureness rate is
17.7%. The number of variables is 44. \Ve call this 1/100 model. Our primary
objective is hovv ffiflny response 1 samples can be captured if we require at
least 40-50% pureness rate, Po, from a practical vie\vpoint using these two
smaller models.
1.3 Using the tree~based method
To make future actions easier, for example in the customer database, adopting
the tree-based method is considered to be natural ror explicit decision making.
Thus, we adopt simpler boundary shapes such as the union of z-'dimensional
boxes located parallel to some explanation variable axes for the bumps as
sho\vn in Figure 1. However, the tree obtained by the conventional algorithm
from the top node to downwards using the Gini's index will not provide the
optimal solution. A tree in which randomly selected feature variables at each
, • ,. 1 l ,. j 1 J 1 J,' 1 • 1 r I • _, 1
none may gIVe a mucn mcer SOlU"LlOn "Lnan "Lna"L m Willcn rea"Lure vanao!es
are determined by the conventional algorithm. The decision tree primarily
tries to make some region classirj into much purer subregions. Usually, the
purer regions are concerned with as the target point regions (the response 1
points), and the decision tree works in such a situation. However, if we are
, ., " . ~.., j " , •• , " ",
not mterestea m response U pomt regIOns wnere tne aeclsIOn tree mtenaea to
find the purer regions, we may discard such regions and expect much denser
regions for response 1 to the rest of the regions. In a messy data case as
shown in Figure 1, the decision tree also can do this; corisequently, it can find
the boundaries for the bumps indirectly. Thus, we have proposed to use the
random search for the feature variables preserving that the splitting point is
determined by using the Gini's index (see [15, 23]). This is called the tree-GA.
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2 The tree-GA with the extreme-value statistics
2.1 Tree- GA procedure applied to the training data
In the decision tree, by selecting optimal explanation variables aJld splitting
pDints to split z-dimensiona! explanation variable subspaces into tV10 regions
from the top node to downward using the Gini's index as in the conventional
method, we may obtain the number of response 1 points by coliecting nodes
where the pureness rates p are satisfying to be larger than the pre-specified
pureness rate Po. However, much response 1 points could be obtained if we
locate appropriate explanation variables to each brallchir~ knot. This is be-
cause the conventional algorithm has a property of the local optimizer. Thus,
we have developed a new decision tree method with the assistance of the ran-
dom search methods such as the genetic algorithm (GA) specified to the tree
structure, where the Il,lOst adequate explanation variables lire selected by us-
ing the GA, but the best splitting points are determined by us;~~g the Gini's
index. The mutation can b'e done in the same manner to the standard ge-
netic algorithms. However, the crossover should be different from those used
in common because we are deaiing with the tree structures. '10 preserve good
inheritance in the tree structures, we have designed our crossover. method as
shown in Figure 4; we will know later that this causes many local maxima for
the capture rates.
paientA,aO
....
child Ab
Fig. 4. Crossover in the tree-GA.
child b,A,
So far, we have been using the following evolution procedure in the tree-GA:
1) the number of initial seeds is set to 30; here, the initial seeds mean the trees
where the explanation variables to be allocated to each branch are randomly
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selected,
2) obtain the capture rate to each seed tree, and select the top 20 bes"\; ueel:>,
3) in the next generation, divide each tree to the left wing with or without
the top node and the right vling v:ith or vvithout the top node, and combine
the left wing and right wing trees of different parents to produce children
trees (see Figure 5); why we adopt this crossover method is to preserve a good
inheritance in evolution procedure; the mutation rate is set to around 5%;
then, 40 children are then generated, and select the top 20 best trees,
4) this evolution procedure is repeated by the 20th generation,
5) at the final stage, select the best rule.
6) we do procedures 1) - 5) for 20 cases, and select the best one rule.
-.ZO cases
-.
wp· I
ceo. maxI
. I
I
. J
I~al maximum case 2-0 I
t~e A tree B CfQeSS Vllli(
eiles from IOII i br.inchesjrom top iii next genef<luon ifi.2.3-.4
-b_~~~- from t4t> 9 nf:!xt: l&ntf~tian#5;6!7F8
Fig. 5. A typical tree-GA procedure applied to the training data.
The tree-GA algorithm has a strong inclination of searching for the local
maxima because we are intended to preserve a good inheritance in evolution
procedure. Solutions obtained by the tree-GA primarily are not the global
optimal; this is a drawback of the algorithm. However, we have observed the
existence of many local maxima with each stfu~ing point in the tree-GA pro-
cedure. This turns out to become a..'1 ad'vantage; the use of the extreme-value
statistics (e.g.) [3]) can then be used t.o est.imate t.he ret.nrn period (a max-
imum capture rate with many starting points, e.g., CF..p1GGG for 1000 points),
and the method did work successfully when the shape of the marginal density
function of an explanation variable is simple, such as monotonic or unimodal.
This property is also observed in a real customer database [16}. Thus, we add
a function of
7) estimating the return period capture rate by using the best 20 trees in each
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final stage of the evolution to our tree-GA procedure; that is, we do proce-
dures 1) - 5) for 20 cases, and estimate the return period using these 20 local
waxima. The underlying probability distribution is assumed to be the gumbel
distribution, and the estimated return period (e.g., CRP1000 ) is found to be con-
sistent to the actual value (the ma..ximum value using 1000 st>lrting points) in
the simulation study. In Figure 1, how we have obtained the trade-off curve for
the return period is shown. The procedures explained above is applied only to
the training data. To assess the estiwation accuracy, the tree-GA procedure
applied to the evaluation and test data is required (see [19, 12, 13, 14, 20]).
\iVhether the assumption that the extreme-value statistics is valid to the test
data should aLso be investigatfd.
2.2 T'ree-GA procedure applied to the evaluation and test data
In the GA procedures explained above, the optim>ll tree is constructed by
using the training data only; that is, 20 rules after 20 evolution generations to
each procedure are obtained by using the training data. Although the trade-
off curve using the training data is actually applicable rules, it is well-known
that the result by this method is optimistic, and the estimated return period
'will also be optimistic, in other words, be conservative. \iVe want to know a
much more accurate return period for the trade-off cmve, even though the
return period rule shail be unknown. We should use the test data for accurate
evaluation. This is performed by the assessment methods such as the cross-
validation [5] and the bootstrapped hold-out method, the BRO method [17].
One VJay to do this is to use the very last generation rule for the test. Hovlever,
someone may suspect that the accuracy evaluation by using the test data in
evolution procedure in the tree--GA would still be optimistic. The test data are
always treated like the training data. In addition, such a method cannot be
applicable to assess the accuracy for the return period obtained by using the
extreme--value statistics because the test data results do not necessarily follow
the extreme=value distributions even though the training data results do. The
return period capture rates using the extreme-value statistics would no longer
be obtained because the results using the test data would not necessarily have
the property of local maximum.
To overcome this problem, vIe modify the scheme of the tree-G~AJo. procedure
adaptable to the test data, assessment. First; we classify the original data into
three subsets: to 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, or to 50, 25, 25%; the first, the second, and the
third are for the training, the evaluation, and test data, respectively. Selection
of the seeds, crossover method, and the mutation rate, and etc. are almost the
same as mentioned in 2.1. The difference is the following. At each evolution
generation stage, we produce the trees by using the training data, and select
the best trees using the evaluation data. Then, we can expect that the final
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stage results could be the local maxima for the evaluation data, and we may
apply the extreme-value statistics to these final results, just as we applied the
extreme-value statistics to the optimal results obtained by using the training
data. Finally, to assess the accuracy, vIe apply the optimal rule to the test d·ata
that are refereed to nowhere else a..Tld provided in advance. Figure 6 shows one
of the tree-GA procedure results using the BHO method. On the upper right
in the figure, although the capture rates for the training data and the test
data are not necessarily· monotonically increasing because the optimality in
the training data case is not succeeded to the next generation, we can see
that the capture rates are stabilized \Xlithin 10 generations, and this tendency
is observed in simulation data and real data in common. Using this method,
20 local maxima could be obtained (on the lower left in the figure), and we
, • , , " J' • ,. ..... .. '1 -,. J ".,., 1 • I 1'1
can estImate tne parameters In tne unaenymg prooaOlllty QlstnOlltIOn lon l;ne
lower right in the figure). Then, we may apply the extreme-value statistics to
these results to estimate a much more accurate trade-off curve. In addition,
we could assess the accuracy for this trade-off curve.
using the 20 final bes'tcapture· rates extreme..;value density function using the
est'inlatedparameters for the gumbel distribution
<IJ i
... 0.015 t
e ~ A~~ .. Ie v_v"'''1
~ 0_ 011
Boo()(ml
0.005 I
f
0.0025}
1/
•••
l2S lSG 175 200 225
number of captured points number of captured points
Fig. 6. Applying the evaluation and test data to the tree-GA proced.ure.
Figure 7 shows the distribution similarity between the evaluation and the test
data. We may assume that the evaluation data results follow the extreme-
value statistics by the property of the local maxima. Using 200 initial cases,
we have checked if the similarity holds between the evaluation data results and
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the test data results. It seems that the test data results look like the evaluation
data results. Therefore, vIe may estimate the return period for the trade=off
cu..nje by the test data results. In Figme 1, we can see that the dotted curve
is representing this.
Fig. 7. The relation of the capture rates between by the evaluation data results and
the test data results.
3 Accuracy assessment of the trade-off curve between the simula-
tion results a..'1d the theoretical results
3.1 Simulation model
T J 1 • • J ." J " 1 J 1 t1"' ..... •
ill "Lms paper, we mVeS"LlgaLe "Llle uaae-oll curve accuracy oy apPlYmg our pro-
posed tree-GA bump hunting method to three typical simulation data cases,
v/hich are mimicked by real data; the cases are shov{n in Figure 8. Response
1 points are erp.bedded with Gaussian distribution in uniformly distributed
r8SDonse 0 Doint area. The case (I') is that: on uniformIv c1istrihlltp.c1 rp.SDOTIHP.
.L' - '.1. ' " \ / - -, - --- .---.--------0./ ---0----'- ------ ---,L- ------
opoints, response 1 points of Gaussian distribution are located in the center.
The cases (2,3) are that: Ull uniformly distributed response 0 points, response
1 points are distributed according to the mixture of the uniforw dis.tribution
and the Gallsissian distribution. \::\lhen vIe asslL-rne the numbers of feature vari--
abIes are 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and that there are no correlations among the
feature variables. We have generated 20,000 points random mLmbers by using
the Mersenne twister [22].
:1.2 Incompetence of finding the bump regions by the conventional classifiers
First, we used R package ipred for bagging (one of the ensemble methods) and
el071 for SVM (support vector machine) to check if the well-known classifiers
can find the bump regions efficiently. In bagging, we used CART as the base
-3417-
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case 2 case 3
Fig. 8. Three kinds of data case for bump hunting accuracy assessment.
classifier. In the SVM, radial basis function kernel is used, the value of cost
parameter is 8, and the value of gamma is 4. We can see that the single
decision tree CART, bagging, and the SVM performed very poody as shown
• rT"\ 1 1 "'i rT"1 • 1. • ~ J'. l • J 1 . 1 • "1"1 .. f1 ____ _ _
III laDle 1. 1 ne mlSCl~smcal;lOn raws usmg l;nese conVem;lOnal classmen, are
incompeteilt. For example, in I-dimensional case, all the methods provide the
trivial results: if a classifier determines that all the data are classified into
response 0, then the misclassification rate becomes 0.2. This means that the
classifier did nothing effective. We next apply the proposed tree-GA to the
same simulation cases.
Table 1
Misclassification rates appled to the simulation cases using the conventional cIassi-
....
ners
I
____ n I ....
{;~e£. I case.3
I
dimension CART hl'lP"P"inp" SVM I CART hl'l.p"p"in P" SVM~-oo---o I ~-oO"'--O
1 0.199 0.198 0.198 I 0.368 0.497 0.497I
I
') 0 .. 170 0.168 0.258 I 0.340 () ~A~ 0.501.. I V.V"'3:U
0.130 0.125 0.268 I 0.338 0.318 0.4974 I
I
0 () 10'7 o 1 11 o ':)<)() I () ':) A ':) () <)()O (l AOQ
0 U.J."" , V • .1..J...L U.Vi~U I U.U,±V U.<JUU U."±'70
I
16 0.127 0.115 0.322 I 0.335 0.310 0.501I
32 n ... ~ ... £1 ... no £), ~ ... n I I'), Cjct£> ("\ n.l"\oi"') A AnAU.l.>l U.lUO U ..:ll:J I U.'>.:lO U.,)U.> U.'i:J:J
I
64 0.132 0.102 0.321 I 0.342 0.305 0.500I
3.3 Effectiveness of finding the bump regions by the tree~G.i4
vVe introduce the assesslllent results for the tradeo--off curve accuracy USIng
the tree-GA bump hunting. The data cases are the same in Figure 8. Table 2
shows the capture rate results by the tree-GA bump hunting along with the
theoretical value when the pureness rate is 0.6. We see that most of them show
very good results, in contrast with misclassification rates obtained by using
the conventional classifiers.
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Table 2
(;"nt.llTP r"tp,", whpn nllrpnpss ratp is OJ't
-~.t'v_-- __ v __
.. ----- r-------- ----- -- - - - -
I I I
I ~ooa 1 I case 2 I case 3I ,-,uo,-, ..L I I
I
tree-GA I theo. tree-GA I theo.dim. I theo. I I
I I I
. I £), fl.AAO 1\ {),f\ A "l I f\ (l{\(\1 () fUlL" I:' I {'\ Ct:!1 (\
-!- I U.UUU~ U.UULlo.) I U.UUU~ U.VVViJ I U.UU.l~
I I I
2 I 0.9684 0.9069 I OA362 OA307 I 0.6666I I I
3 I 0.9971 0.9266 I 0.5334 0.4798 I 0.6666I I I
I I I
4 I 0.9995 0.9245 I 0.5433 0.4840 I 0.6666I I I
8 I 0.9999 0.9317 I D.5454 0,4777 I 0.6666I I I
I I I
'1': I fl fIfIfIfI fl fI':lflQ I fl t:::At:::t::: (l AQfl7 I fl gggg
.LV I V. vOJOJi7 V·VPJUV I v.r..rxvv V.""'%VVI I v.vvuu
I 0.9310 I 0.5455 0.4074 I 0.666632 I 0.9999 I I
I I I
tree-GA
0.5399
0.6447
0.6732
0.6740
0.6633
0.6677
0.6686
Figure 9 shows other C8Bes with various pre-specified pureness rates. In the
figure, the simulation results of the trade-off points are superimposed on the
theoretical (i.e., maximum obtainable capture rate vs. pre-specified pureness
rate) curves. \Ve can see that the capture rates using the tree-GA are closely
to those of theoretical \Talues. .tAJ.lthough vie can see that as the dimension
becomes larger, the trade-off curve moves to the right, the theoretical values
and the tree-GA results are consistent overalL
Table 3 ShOVIS the ratio of the capture rate results by the tree=G.LA.t.. to the
theoretical values. Almost all the results show very good results. In case (1),
these ratios are larger than 91%; in case (2), they are larger than 86%; in case
(3), they are larger than 93%. Figure 10 shows a typical example case in the
two-dimensional case in the case of (3). \Ve can see that the tree-GA. results
are almost the same as the theoretical values.
4 Application to real customer data case
Since the real data is messy [10, 11], the trade-off curves obtained by using the
, , r"'l " ", , n " "t "T"TT .. "' j" ...., l-t r"\proposed tree-\iA metnoa may alSO nuctuate so mucn. we nere usea tne 1/ 1U
model as a typical application case. Figure 11 shows the trade-off curve for the
real customer data case using the BHO evaluation method. \"'le can use one of
the rules out of many seeds for a pre-specified pureness rate. In addition, 'Xle
can !C110W how fRT the capture rate using this rule is located below the return
periods.
Why we adopt the BRO rather than the cross-validation method is that the
computing time by the BRO is shorter than that by the cross-validation; in
the typical real customer data case, the computing time becomes 80 hours by
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0.3 V.>:7
pureness rate
0.4
I ir-~----"""""=::::::=-----===::::::---=:::::::::::::~-==_::::::---......"'I ~O 0 ~.. --........ ~8-djm'
~ 0.9 I \ 0 ~ "\1~ 0.8 I \ \\ \\ \, IIIi 0.7! \
"::1 \ \ \,,1
0.3I, \ 3-dim.\ \I
021 i-dim., 2·dim. \ l II
0,;1,- ~..LI~..- ., _G \ \ U
...,.... 0.1
I .-------------------,
1\
09 '\~ . I"
':: OS I "-~ I "-~ IJ7! ""'-..
~ I ,,,,-
-06! ,,~
I \ <:,I O~ <:::::: . i6-dim.
0.5 I \ 0 n~ 0 --.............---;;.:;;;:;::: _ .:-:::::'
I L. - ~ ............ ...........l:l·Olm·l
IMI 't " "" I
.. I \ '\. "\. 4-oim\ I
:~ I \ \ g-dim\ \ I
~.~ I i-dim. \ 2.dim\ \ \ I
VI ! I \ \ \ I
o ! J .{') \ {}. nLH
0.2 v.,s 0..4 0.0 0.7 oa 0.9
pureness rate
pureness rate
Fig. 9. Capture rates using the tree-GA and the theoretical values.
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0.2
O,i
o '------.....--""--......~~""""-_
Fig. 10. Simulated bump regions using the tree-GA.
mean
a 10 cases 99.8% return
c
....
GA wim the
test data
maxima by
the tree-
M ,r-------------------------t
I
1'\" I
". r
I011
I0,1
I
0 ...'--------------------.......
0.3
pure'nessofresponse 1
Fig. 11. Trade-off curve for the te"l customer data case.
a personal computer when we use the cross-validation, but 40 hours by the
BRO method.
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Table 3
Ratios of the capture rates between the tree-GA results and the theoretical values.
pureness I 40% 45% 50% 60% 70% 80%
dimension I case 1
2
3
4
8
16
I
I 0.95 0.94
I () ('II;' () () AI V.;JU V.;J"±
I 0.96 0.94
1
1 0.96 0.95
. 0.96 0.94
0.94
() rIA
v.;:]"±
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.92
0.93
0.97
0.91
0.91
dimension I case 2
2
3
4
I0.91 0.86
0.90
0.95
f1 Q7
v.u,
0.92
0.99
0.90
() 0(\
V.O;J
8
16
dimension
2
3
4
8
16
0.95
0.96
0.91
0.93
0.93
0.94
case 3
1.00
1 (){)
..L.UU
1.00
, AA
.1.UU
1.00
0.88
0.88
0.97
1 ()1
.1.Vi
1.01
1.00
0.95
() () A
U.l7"±
0.95
A nL'
U.~U
0.98
1.01
0.93
0.93
A n,.,
U.~')
0.97
5 Conduding Remarks
In difficult classification problems of z-dimensional points into two groups
hilvino- 0-, rpSDonsps rille to the messv data structure. we have shown to use~~'...... ---0 - ~ - --.1-- - --- - - -- -- - . . , oJ /
the tree-based and genetic algorithm assisted bump hunting method, a newly
proposed tree-GA procedure. vVe have also shown that the criterioIJ- in the
bump hunting is not the misclassification rate but the trade-off curve between
.f-h.n. "l'""\.n ....n.Yl£'lO'Cl "r.-:'ltn rn <:lnrl tho rH:lnt"T1T'D T'Qt-o r>- thlC PllT"lTO lC nAt thA rp'-"!:.l1l_nrpr1.Ql0n
l;J.1C7 PUlc,l.lvOa .1.U\)V f' U..L.li.U \J..L..Lv VLll!-'\JU..Lv ..LLN\JV v," v ..L..LU U..L v 1<,) ....,v \.I..L ..L 1"" ""' ....
curve (i.e., not the ROC curve) because the trade-off curve COIl.Bists of many
trees. Due to the inclination to find the local maxima in the proposed tree-
GA, we have proposed to use the extreme-value statistics to nnd the return
period as a global maximum capture rate starting with many initial seeds.
The gumbel distribution can be fitted to the real and simulated data well in
our study. Knowing this, we will make future decisions by applying the rules
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obtained by using the training data, with the knowledge of how far the rules
we are using are located from the optimal points. To assess the accuracy of
the trade-off curve, we have shown to use the trammg, evaluation and test
data sets; the evaluation is done either by the ciOss-validation method or the
bootstrapped hold-out method. '""Ie have also shovln the simulation results
that the conventional classification methods, such ~." the bagging and the
SVM. an~ not efficient to the bumn huntinll. On the contrarv. we have shown~ • _. -] --- - -- - - - . '-L "-' V J
that the tree-GA worked very well, e.g., for typical cases which are mimicked
by real case. In the simulation study, we have shown that the capture rates
are obtained larger than about 90% of the theoretical values.
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